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Summary
NASA in conjunction with Chicago State University (CSU) sponsored an
Aerospace Educational Symposium for the City of Chicago on October 1 through 8,
1978. The symposium included personal appearances by NASA astronauts, NASA
exhibits, souvenir photos for each student attending the symposium, live demon-
strations of how the Communication Technology Satellite links the U. S. with
people around the world, and talks on job opportunities in aerospace and on the
benefits of space. Monday through Friday, the program was directed mainly at
(public, parochial and private) student groups, each of which spent a half day
on the CSU campus to participate in the symposium a • tivities. On Saturday and
Sunday, the symposium was open to the general public and consisted of the NASA
exhibits, films, a shorter version of the lectures and a special demonstration
and tasting opportunity of "space food" meal systems. These quick meal systems
that were designed for senior citizens and are being marketed by Oregon Freeze
Dry Foods Inc. and Skylab Foods Inc. are an example of space technology "Spin-
Off".
CSU Offered a teachers' workshop consisting of 12 hours of NASA lectures
and demonstrations to all Chicago science teachers for credit.
Introduction
Chicago Meets Outer Space was a one-week aerospace educational program co-
sponsored jointly by Chicago State University and NASA (with additional sponsor-
ship by the City of Chicago, Department of Human Services and the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics). The purpose of Chicago Meets Outer
Space was to provide Chicago area (inner city) students and teachers an opportunity
to learn more about aerospace science and technology and its application for
improving our way of life.
Chicago Meets Outer Space was an exhibition and discussion symposium
designed to:
V
(1) explain the activities of NASA and tell why continued research
in aeronautics and aerospace is important,
(2) explore academic and employment opportunities,
(3) demonstrate space technology advances and potential applications
to our everyday lives, and
	 +
(4) introduce teachers to programs and techniques designed to
acquaint students with NASA and aerospace education opportunities.
Following the Chicago Meets Outer Space symposuim, the National Space
Institute (NSI) conducted a similar program ("Chicago Spacewatch") for the
greater Chicago Area during the month of October.
The Symposium
To kick-off the symposuim, a VIP briefing reception was conducted on October
1, 1978 at CSU's mezzanine dining area in the William H. Robinson Student Union
(K building).
The VIP program agenda was as follows (also see appendix A):
Sunday, October 1, 1978, VIP Briefing Reception
7:00 PM - Master of Ceremonies, Mr. Harrison Allen, Jr., NASA - Lewis
Welcome - Dr. Benjamin Alexander, President
Chicago State University
Remarks - Mr. Cecil Partee, Commissioner
Department of Human Services, City of Chicago
Remarks - Mr. Albert Pritchett, Administrative Assistant to
Mayor Bilandic
Remarks - Ms. Lou Anna Peters, Administrative Assistant to
Senator Percy
7:10 Address - Mr. Andrew S. Stoffan, Deputy Associate Administrator,
NASA
7:20 Address - Mr. Thomas K. Mattingly, II, NASA astronaut and
Commander United States Navy
7:30 Remarks - Harrison Allen, Jr., NASA - Lewis
(1) Outline of Chicago Meets Outer Space Program
(2) Acknowledgements to persons from NASA, CSU, NSI
e^	 7:45 Celebration of NASA's 20th Anniversary Birthday - Harrison Allen, Jr.
NASA - Lewis
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(1) cake donated by Chef Louis Szathmary
(2) Presentation of NASA Photographs
8:00 Adjournment
Note: 150 persons attended the VIP briefing reception
The Student Program
During the week days of October 2 through 6, groups of students from Chicago
area schools spent a half-day (3 hours) on the Chicago State University campus
and participated in a host of activities including: (1) viewing 11 NASA
exhibits in addition to an FAA and an NSI exhibit (2) talking with NASA astronauts
(3) viewing a live demonstration of the Communications Technology Satellite
(enabling students in Chicago to speak with and view a panel of scientist at
the NASA - Lewis Center in Cleveland) (4) talks on ,job opportunities and on the
benefits of space (5) introduction to NASA Scientist and Engineer role models
and talks with university student members of AIAA, who have chosen academic
studies in aerospace and (6) a souvenir photograph of each student.
The syposium student program outline was as follows (see appendix B for
more detail.):
Monday through Friday, October 2 - 6, 1978, Program for Chicago School Students
Morning program for 6th, 7th, 8th grade students -- 3 groins
Activities taking place in Paul and Emily Douglas Library (E101). William
Robinson Student Union (K building) and Physical Education Complex (G building).
Group A	 Maximum # of Students
	
10:00 AM	 Spacemobile Lecture
(NASA Astronaut, E101)	 350
	
11:00	 Job opportunities in Aerospace (G building)	 175
	
11:30
	
Benefits from space (G building) 	 175
	
12.00 PM	 NASA Exhibits (Communication Technology Satellite
Demonstration and Space Souvenir photographs for
each student, K Building)	 350
V.
	 1:00	 Adjournment
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Group B Maximum If of Students
10:00 AIM NASA Exhibits	 ( Communication Technology Satellite
Demonstration and Space Souvenir Photographs for
each student, K Building) 350
11:00 Spacemobile Lecture: 	 (NASA Astronaut, E101) 350
12:00 PM Benefits	 from Space (G building) 175
12:30 Job opportunities in Aerospace (G building) 175
1:00 Adjournment
Group C '.Maximum # of Students
10:00 AM Benefits from Space (G building) 175
10:30 Job opportunities in Aerospace (G building) 175
11:00 NASA Exhibits (Communication Technology Satellite
Demonstration and Space Souvenir photographs for
each student K Building) 350
12:00 PM Spacemobile Lecture (NASA Astronaut, E101) 350
1:00 Adjournment
Afternoon program for high school students and general public -- 3 groups
Group D	 Maximum # of Students
1:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture (NASA Astronaut, E101)	 350
2:00	 Job opportunities in Aerospace (G building)	 175
2:30	 Benefits from Space (G building)	 175
3:00	 NASA Exhibits (Communication Technology Satellite
Demonstration and Space souvenir photographs for
each student, K building) 	 350
Adjournment
Maximum # of Students
NASA Exhibits (Communication Technology Satellite
Demonstration and space souvenir photographs for
each student, K Building) 	 350
Spacemobile Lecture (NASA Astronaut, E101)	 350
4
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Group E
1:00 PM
2:00
L.-
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3:00	 Benefits from Space (C building)	 175
3:30	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 	 175
4:00	 Adjournment
Group F	 Maximum # of Students
1:00 PM	 Benefits from Space (G building)	 175
•	 1:30	 Job opportunities in Aerospace (G building) 	 175
2:00	 NASA Exhibits (Communication Technology Satellite
Demonstration and space souvenir photographs for
each student, K Building) 	 350
3:00	 Adjournment
Teachers' Training Program
A short (teachers' workshop) course was offered for 3 hours in the evenings on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday (total 12 hours) to expose teachers to
space concepts and resources which can be instrumental in stimulating an interest
in space technology and study among their school children. The course was conducted
by specialists from NASA and college credit of 2 credit hours was granted by CSU.
(See appendix C)
Monday through Thursday, October 2 - 5, 1978, Teachers' Workshop Program
(certificate and two credit hour given by Chicago State University)
5:00 PM	 Lectures
6:00	 Demonstrations
7:00	 Discussion - Film
8:00	 Adjournment
General Public Program
The symposium was open to the general public on the weekend and modified
according to the following agenda:
Saturday and Sunday October 7 and 8, 1978, Program for General Public
5
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9:00 AM	 'NASA Films and Exhibits
10:00
	
Spacemobile Lecture
11:00
	
Meal Systems for the Elderly (Skylab Foods, Inc., and Oregon
Freeze Dry Foods, Inc.)
12:00 PM	 Benefits from Space
1:00	 Spacemobile Lecture
2:00	 Meal Systems for the Elderly (Skylab Foods, Inc., and Oregon
Freeze Dry Foods, Inc.)
3:00	 Benefits from Space
4:00	 NASA Films and Exhibits
5:00	 Close
Exhibits and Hand-out literature
To supplement the symposium the following exhibits were displayed in CSU
Student Union (K building) (see appendix D):
Exhibit	 Organization
Moon Rock NASA
Space Shuttle (diorama) NASA
NASA Women NASA
Apollo Suite Mock-up NASA
Skylab	 (diorama) NASA
Technology Utilization House NASA
NASA Lewis Goals Display NASA
Lunar Exploration (diorama) NASA
Space Shuttle Model NASA
Economic Benefits NASA
NASA for the Benefits of All NASA
Spice Benefits in Chicago NSI
Chicago - Aviation
Cross Roads of the World FAA
The 30,000 pieces of NASA literature that were handed-out during the symposium
are listed in appendix E.
Concluding Remarks
The statistical results of the Chicago Meets Outer Space symposium were as
6
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follows (for more detail see appendices thru F to H):
(1) 150 persons attended the VIP briefing conference on October 1.
(2) 7400 students from 73 schools (including elementary, ,junior and senior
high) attended the program on October 2 through 6, together with 65
teachers and 24 principals and administrators.
(3) articles about the program appeared in nineteen (19) Chicago area news-
papers and one newspaper in Norfolk, Virginia.
(4) Astronauts and NASA persons appealed on three (3) TV talk shows and con-
ducted one radio station interview. Also, NASA representatives were
interviewed by Ebony Junior magazine.
In summary, the symposium was a great success in qualitative and quanti-
tative terms. The students responded with enthusiasm to the NASA exhibits
and excellent presentations of the NASA professional staff. It is hoped that
the high level of enthusiasm for this special program will be evident in the
students' future classroom and educational activities.
Notes:
(1). A video tape cassette is available for viewing, showing highlights of the
Chicago Meets Outer Space symposuim. (45 minutes)
(2). A video tape cassette of the following subject matter is being distributed
to the City of Chicago Board of Education (public) and the Archdiocese of
Chicago School Office (parochial):
(a) Astronaut Thomas Mattingly's remarks which was presented at the
VIP Briefing Reception on October 1, 1978
(b) Public Service Announcement (30 seconds) of Astronaut Thomas
Mattingly
(c) Public Service Announcement (60 seconds) of Astronaut Thomas
Mattingly
(d) Public Service Announcement (30 seconds) of Astronaut Donald
Slayton
(e) Astronaut Guion Bluford's message to Chicago students (3 minutes)
(f) Astronaut Guion Bluford Interview - "What it takes to become
an Astronaut" (20 minutes)
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Appendix A
"V. I. P. Briefing Reception Program"
brochure prepared by
Chicago State University
CHICAGO MEETS OUTER SPACE
	?=	 Sponsored byri
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS
AND ASTRONAUTICS
CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY
	
CITY OF CHICAGO, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN^	  N SERVICES
NAT!;;!`;—AL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
,s
S
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Program
7.00 Master of Ceremonies ....... 	 Mr. Harrison Allen. Jr • NASA-Lev^:s
Welcome ... ............ .......... Dr Benjamin Alexander. President
Chicago State University
Remarks .............	 ............	 Mr. Albert Patchett
Administrative Assistant to The Mayor
Remarks ...............................Mr. Cecil Partee• Commissioner
Department of Human Services
City of Chicago
7:10
	
Address ............... 	 ..	 ................ Mr. Andrew S. Stofan,
Deputy Associate Administrator, NASA
7:20	 Address ..	 ...........	 ................Mr. Thomas K. Mattingly II•
NASA Astronaut and Commander United States Navy
7:30 Celebration of NASA's 20th Anniversary Birthday
(Cake donated by Chef Louis Szathmary)
8-00 Adjourn
V.I.P. Briefing Reception
October 1, 1978
n	 Chicago State University
i"	 Mezzanine Dining Area
William H. Robinson Student Union (K Building
9
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Appendix B
"final Agenda"
for Chicago Meets Outer Space Program
at Chicago State University
October 2 - 6, 1978
and
"Chicago Meets Outer Space -
Seven Days of Education in Aerospace Studies"
October 2 - 8, 1978
brochure prepared by
Chicago State University
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Monday October 2 1978
Mornin g Program for 6th, 7th, 8th grade students -- 3 groups
Group A
	
P of Students
10:00 AM	 Spacemobile Lecture
	 350
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
Astronaut: Thomas Mattingly
11:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
	 175
6	 Speaker: Lonnie Reid
11:30
11:00	 Benefits from Space
	 175
&	 Speaker: Annie Easley
11:30
12:00 PM	 NASA Exhibits
	 350
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Carl Grant
2. Jerry Kennard
Speakers for CTS	 1. Harrison Allen, Jr.
(12:00 - 1:00)	 2. Annie Easley
3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
1:00	 Adjourn
Group B	 It of Students
n	 10:00 AM	 NASA Exhibits	 350
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Benjamin Smith
2. Tommie Walton
i=	 Speakers for CTS	 1. Harrison Allen, Jr.
(9:30 - 10:30)	 2. Annie Easley
3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
11:00	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
Astronaut: Thomas Mattingly
11
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Monday Mornin6 (cont'd)
	
12:00 PM	 Benefits from Space
b	 Speaker: Tommie Walton
12:30
	
12:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
6	 Speaker: Benjamin Smith
12:30
	
1:00	 Adiourn
Group C
10:00 AIN	 Benefits from Space
b	 Speaker: Jerry Kennard
10:30
	
10:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
b	 Speaker: Carl Grant
10:30
	
11:00	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits I. Tommie Walton
2. Benjamin Smith
3. Jerry Kennard
4. Carl Grant
5. Astronaut: Mattingly
Photographers
	
1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
	
12:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
Astronaut: Thomas Mattinglyr
	
1:00	 Adjourn
i^
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175
It of Students
175
175
350
350
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2:00 Benefits	 from Space
b Speaker:	 Annie Easley
2:30
3:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers	 for Exhibits 1. Carl Grant
2. Jerry Ker.,iard
3 . Lonnie Reid
4. Annie Easley
5 . Astronaut:	 Mattingly
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
4:00 Adjourn
Group E
1:00 PM NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Annie Easley
2. Lonnie Reid
3 . Tommie Walton
4. Benjamin Smith
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
r
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175
350
P of Students
350
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Monday October 2 1978
Af ternoon pr^ram for high school students and general public -- 3 groups
Group D
	 If of Students
1:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
Astronaut:
2:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace	 175
&	 Speaker: Lonnie Reid
2:30
r
	
2:00	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
	
3:00	 Benefits from Space	 175
&	 Speaker: Tommie Walton
3:30
V•
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0Group F
1:00 PM Benefits from Space
6 Speaker:	 Jerry Kennard
1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Carl Grant
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Carl Grant
2 . Jerry Kennard
3 . Benjamin Smith
4. Tommie Walton
5 . Astronaut: Mattingly
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2 . Peter Chen,
Monday Afternoon (cont'd)
	
3:00	 Job Opportunities In Aerospace
	 175
b	 Speaker: Benjamin Smith
3:30
	
4:00	 Adjourn
0 of Students
175
175
350
	
3:00	 Adjourn
r=	 14
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Lecturer:	 Gregory Vogt
Astronaut:
11:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace
6 Speaker:	 Lonnie Reid
11:30
11:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
11:30
12:00 PM NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Carl Grant
2. Jerry Kennard
3. Annie Easley
4 . Lonnie Reid
Photographers 1. Shirlev Johnson
2. Peter Chen
1:00 Adjourn
Group B
10:00 AM NASA Exhibits
Speakers for	 Exhibits 1. Benjamin Smith
2. Tommie Walton
3. Annie Easley
4. Lonnie Reid
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
175
175
350
i
0 of Students
350
\J	 J{
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Tuesday October 3, 1978
Morning Program for 6th, 7th,8th grade students -- 3 groups
Group A
	
# of Students
10:00 AM	 Spacemobile Lecture
	
350
11:00	 Spacemobile Lecuture	 350
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
Astronaut:
15
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Tuesdav Mornin g (cont'd)
	
12:00 PM	 Benefits from S pace	 175
6	 Speaker: Tommie Walton
12:30
	
12:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace	 175
b	 Speaker: Benjamin Smith
12:30
	
1:00	 Adjourn
Gr oup C	 11 of Students
	10:00 AM	 Benefits from Space 	 175
6	 Speaker:	 Jerry Kennard
10:30
	
10:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 	 175
b	 Speaker: Carl Grant
10:30
	
11:00	 NASA Exhibits	 350
Speakers for Exhibits I. Tommie Walton
2. Benjamin Smith
3. Jerry Kennard
4. Carl Grant
5. Astronaut:
Photographers
	
	
1. Shirley Johnson
2. Peter Chen
	
12:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
Astronaut:
	
1:00	 Adjourn
16
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Tuesday October 3,	 1978
1
Afternoon program for high school students and	 general public	 --	 3 groups
Group D #	 of	 Students
1:00 PM Spacemobile Lecture 350
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
Astronaut:
2:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace 175
6 Speaker: Lonnie Reid
2:30
2:00 Benefits from Space 175
6 Speaker:	 Annie Easley
2:30
► 3:00 NASA Exhibits 350
0 Speakers for Exhibits 1.	 Carl Grant
2.	 Jerry Kennard
3.	 Lonnie Reid
4.	 Annie Easley
5.	 Astronaut:
Photographers 1.	 Shirley Johnson
IL 2.	 Peter Chen
4:00 Adjourn
Group # of
	
Students i
1:00 PM NASA Exhibits 350
Speakers for Fxhibits
	 1. Annie Easley
2. Lonnie Reid
3 . Tommie Walton
4. Benjamin Smith
i=
t4 Photographers
	 1. Shirley Johnson
_ 2. Peter Chen
4
2:00 Spacemobile Lecture 350
Lecturer:	 Gregory Vogt
3:00 Benefits from Space 175
6 Speaker:	 Tommie Walton
3:30
17
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Tuesda y Afternoon (cont'd)
3:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace
b Speaker:	 Benjamin Smith
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 PM Benefits	 from Space
b Speaker:	 Jerry Kennard
1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace
b Speaker:	 Carl Grant
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers	 for Exhibits	 1. Carl Grant
2. Jerry Kennard
3. Benjamin Smith
4. Tommie Walton
5. Astronaut:
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Petez Chen
175
# o f Students
175
175
350
3:00	 Adjourn
r
E.
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Wednesday October G, 1978
Morning Program for 6th, 7th, 8th grade students -- 3 groups
Group A	 0 of Students
10:00 AM
	
	
Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
Astronaut: Donald Slayton
11:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
	
175
b	 Speaker: Dora Puleo
11:30
11:00	 Benefits from Space
	 175
b	 Speaker: Jerry Kennard
11:30
12:00 PM
	
	 NASA Exhibits	 350
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerry Kennard
C Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
1:00	 Adjourn
Group B
10:00 AM	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Benjamin Smith
2 . Tommie Walton
Speakers for CTS 1. Harrison Allen,	 Jr.
(10:15	 -	 11:15) 2. Annie Easley
(11:1.5	 -	 12:15) 3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
i
0 of Students
350
11:00	 Spacemobile Lecture
	
350
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
Astronaut: Donald Slayton
^.e	 19
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Wednesday Morning (cont'd)
	
12:00 PM	 Benefits from Snare
b	 Speaker: Tommie Walton
12:30
	
12:00
	 Job opportunities in Aerospace
6	 Speaker: Benjamin Smith
12:30
	
1:00
	
Adjourn
Group C
	
10:00 AM	 Benefits from Space
b	 Speaker: Jerry Kennard
10:30
175
175
# of Students
175
175
350
350
	10:00	 Job opportunities in Aerospace
b	 Speaker: Dora Puleo
10:30
	
11:00	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Tommie Walton
2. Benjamin Smith
Speakers for CTS 1. Harrison Allen,	 Jr.
(11:15	 -	 12:15) 2, Annie Easley
3 . Lonnie Reid
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
	
12:00 PM	 Spacemcbile Lecture
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
	1:00	 Adjourn
20
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Wednesday October 4, 1978
Afternoon program for high school students and general public -- 3 groups
Croup D	 of Students
1:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
1752:00
	
Job Opportunities in Aerospace
b
	 Speaker: Dora Puleo
2:30
2:00
	
Benefits from Space
b
	
Speaker: Jerry Kennard
2:30
3:00
	
NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerry Kennard
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
4:00	 Adjourn
Group E
1:00 PM
	
NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Tommie Walton
2. Benjamin Smith
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
2:00	 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
3:00	 Benefits from Space
&	 Speaker:	 Annie Easley
3:30
3:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
&	 Speaker: Lonnie Reid
3: 30
4:00	 Adjourn
21
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Wednesday Afternoon (cont'd)
Group F
1:00 PM	 Benefits from Space
6	 Speaker: Jerry Kennard
1.30
1:00 Job Opportunities 	 in Aerospace
b Speaker:	 Dora Puleo
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits I. Benjamin Smith
2 . Tommie Walton
3. Astronaut:	 Slayton
Speakers for CTS 1. Harrison Allen,
	 Jr.
(1:45	 -	 2:45) 2. Annie Easley
3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
0 of Students
175
175
350
3:00	 Adjourn
^r
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Thursdav October 5. 1978
Morning Program	 or	 t	 7th,8th grade students --	 3 groups
Group A
10:00 AM Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
Astronaut:
11:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace
b Speaker:	 Lonnie Reid
11:30
11:00 Benefits from Space
6 Speaker:	 Annie Easley
11:30
12:00 PM NASA Exhibits
Speakers	 for	 Exhibits	 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerry Kennard
3. Annie Easlev
4. Lonnie Reid
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
	
1:00	 Adjourn
Group B
	
10:00 AM	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Benjamin Smith
2. Tommie Walton
3. Annie Easley
4. Lonnie Reid
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
	
11:00	 Spacemobile Le•cuture
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
Astronaut:
l^ of Students
350
175
175
350
# of Students
350
%	 I
350
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Thursday Morning (cont'd)
	
12:00 PM	 Benefits from CnarP
b	 Speaker: Tommie Walton
12:30
	12:00	 Job opportunities in Aerospace
b	 Speaker: Benjamin Smith
12:30
	
1:00	 Adjourn
Group C
10:00 AIM	 Benefits from Space
b	 Speaker: Jerry Kennard
10:30
	10:00	 Job opportunities in Aerospace
6	 Speaker: Dora Puleo
10:30
	11:00	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Tommie Walton
2. Benjamin Smith
3. Jerry Kennard
4. Dora Puleo
5. Astronaut
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Lemon Perry
	
12:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture
!-'	 Lecturer:	 John Hartsfield
t^
Astronaut:
	
1:00	 Adjourn
24
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175
# of Students
175
175
350
350
O
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175
350
U of Students
350
350
175
2:00 Benefits	 from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
2:30
3:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers	 for Exhibits 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerry Kennard
3. Lonnie Reid
4. Annie Easley
5. Astronaut:
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
4:00 Adjourn
Group E
1:00 PM NASA Exhibits
Speakers	 for Exhibits 1. Annie Easley
2 Lonnie Reid
3 . Tommie Walton
4. Benjamin Smith
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
2:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 John Nartsfield
3:00 Benefits from Space
6 Speaker: Tommie Walton
t+
Thursday October 5, 1078
Afternoon program for high school students and general public -- 3 groups
Group D	 N of Students
1:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: Gregory Vogt
Astronaut:
2:00	 Job Opportunities in Aerospace 	 175
b	 Speaker: Lonnie Reid
2: 30
3:30
rr
	 25
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Thursdav Afternoon (cont'd)
175
0 of Students
175
175
350
3:00 Job Opportunities	 in Aerospace
6 Speaker:	 Benjamin Smith
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 PM Benefits	 from Space
6 Speaker:	 Jerry Kennard
1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
b Speaker: Dora Puleo
1:30
2:00 NASA Exhibits
Speakers	 for Exhibits	 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerr y Kennard
3. Benjamin Smith
4. Tommie Walton
5. Astronaut:
Photographers 1. Shirley .Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe 'Monroe
3:00	 Adjourn
i
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Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
1:00	 Adjourn
Group B
10:00 AM	 NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Benjamin Smith
2. Tommie Walton
Speakers for CTS 1. Harrison Allen,
	 Jr.
(9:30 -	 10:30) 2. Annie Easley
(10:30 -	 11:30) 3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers I. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
l^ of Students
350
i
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Friday October 6,	 1978
Morning Program for	 6th,	 7th,	 8th grade	 students	 --	 3 groups
Group A 0 of	 Students
10:00 AM Spacemobile Lecture 350
Lecturer:	 Gregory Vogt
Astronaut:
11:00 Job Opportunities in Ac-ospace 175
3 Speaker:	 Benjamin Smith
11:30
11:00 Benefits from Space 175
6 Speaker: Tommie Walton
11:30
12:00 PM NASA Exhibits 350
Speakers	 for Exhibits 1.	 Dora Puleo
2.	 Jerry Kennard
3.	 Benjamin Smith
4.	 Tommie Walton
11:00	 Spacemobile Lecture
	 350
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
Astronaut:
27
oJ,
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Friday Morning (cont'd)
12:00 PM	 Benefits from Space
b	 Speaker: Annie Easley
12:30
12:00
	 Job opportunities in Aerospace
b	 Speaker: Lonnie Reid
12:30
1:00	 Adjourn
Group C
10:00 A-M	 Benefits from Space
b	 Speaker: Jerry Kennard
10:30
175
175
11 of Students
175
10:00 Job opportunities
	 in Aerospace
	 175
b Speaker:	 Dora Puleo
10:30
f
11:00 NASA Exhibits 350
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Jerry Kennard
2. Dora Puleo
Speakers for CTS 1. Harrison Allen,	 Jr.
FC (10:30	 -	 11:30) 2. Annie Easley
4 3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
^ 12:00 PM Spacemobile Lecture 350
Lecturer:	 Gregory Vogt
F
r Astronaut:
l=
k4
1:00 Adjourn
Fiiday October 6, 1978
Afternoon program for high school students and general public -- 3 groups
Group D	 # of Students
1:00 PM	 Spacemobile Lecture	 350
Lecturer: John Hartsfield
Astronaut:
28
I_
V	 ^
0 1
_ _J
Friday Afternoon
	 (cont'd)
2:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Benjamin Smith
2:30
2:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker: Tommie Walton
2:30
3:00 NASA Exhibits
Speaker	 for Exhibits	 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerry Kennard
3. Benjamin Smith
4. Tommie Walton
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
^. Roscoe Monroe
4:00 Adjourn
I
Y Group E
4 1:00 PM NASA Exhibits
t Speakers	 for Exhibits	 1. Tommie Walton
2. Benjamin Smith
r
Speakers	 for CTS	 1. Harrison Allen,	 Jr.
(1:30-2:15)	 2. Annie Easley
3. Lonnie Reid
Photographers	 1. Shirley .Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
2:00 Spacemobile Lecture
Lecturer:	 Gregory Vogt
3:00 Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Annie Easley
3:30
3:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Lonnie Reid
3:30
4:00 Adjourn
Group F
1:00 PM Benefits from Space
& Speaker:	 Jerry Kennard
r 1:30
1:00 Job Opportunities in Aerospace
& Speaker:	 Dora Puleo
- 1:30
29
175
175
350
It of Students
350
i
350
175
175
It of Students
	 4
175
175
aFridav Afternoon (cont'd)
	
2:00	 !NASA Exhibits
Speakers for Exhibits 1. Dora Puleo
2. Jerry Kennard
Photographers	 1. Shirley Johnson
2. Leon Perry
3. Roscoe Monroe
	
3:00	 Adjourn
350
f^
30
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SEVEN DAYS OF
EDUCATION IN AEROSPACE STUDIES
OCTOBER 2 - 8, 1978
CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY
Ninety-fifth Street at King Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60628
L. ,
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CHICAGO MEETS OUTER SPACE
Ninety-Filth Street at rang Drive
Chicago Illinois 60620
October 2 - 9. 1979
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
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CHICAGO MEETS OUTER SPACE is a One week aerospace education project sponsored
jntty by Chicago State University and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA) The p urpose of CHICAGO MEETS OUTER SPACE is to provide Chicago area
students and teachers an Opportonity Ic le' rn more about scientific and aerospace
technology and its application for improving our way of lite
CHICAGO MEETS OUTER SPACE is an exhibition and discussion series designed to
explain the activities 01 NASA and tell why continued research in aeronautics and
aerospace is important
explore academic and employment opportunities
demonstrate space technology advances and potential applications to our everyday
lives
and introduce teachers to programs and techniques designed to acquaint students
with NASA arid aerospace education opportunities
THE PROGRAM
Groups of students from Chicago area schools will spend a malt day on the Chicago State
University campus The students vill 'fee to participate in a host of activities including
1 viewing NASA exhibits Exploring Space — Improving Life on Earth
Technology Utilization House (Slide-facie show)
The Moon Rock
Skylab
NASA - Women
NASA Lewis Research Center
The Space Shuttle
NASA and Your Health
Man on the Moon (Apollo Suit Mock-Upf
2 talking with minority and women astronauts
3 viewing a live demonstration of how the Communication Technology Satelite links
the U S with people around the world
a talks on lob Oppor t unities and the benefits of space
5 introduction to potential role models and talks with university Student members of
the American Inst i tute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Who have chosen academic
studies in aeronautics
6 and a souvenir photograph for each student
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS	 I	 NIGH SCHOOLS	 I	 GENERAL PUELIC
TM morning nouns Iron 1) . m .hill I	 The all•ln-1 hour, from I p m unl ii ^ 	 The gone,., p1.DliC i1 ^nv^l•d l0 s n ar. In•P m Oct000f 2 6 are Isn• r vo nor groups	 D m Oo10D.r 2 6 P..—Tod for group,
	
^our, refill or nigh sc h oo l students
of eiemel school .IuO•nIa R.f.rve	 01 high School students R.Rrvali 6 i r e	 end to attend In. •.niation Iron 9 . inIldn..r. raouired 10, groups l arger Inan	 requ-d Ion 910.0, Ill roan 10 Du p ^n	 I	 .hill S p m onOCIO pe I 6Saturday Ocl.b.r 
l and
10 0uD^i6
	
Sunday 
Pof additional information pl ease write Or Cal i 	TEACHER TRAINING
Valencia Coo,	 A sn o r t courso ii I» oti.r.d in the ..•n-
Directo r o f University Relations	 n9at	 N w	
no•. pO la.ch.to ,pac. concept.
Room i 129
	
and 1060-42 rich can DR ^ Iluman1.i
n sLmulel ing an ml. q
 f n,O.C.
CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY 	 technology and study among school chit
g Stn Street at K,ng 0­9	 dr.n Col l aaapp c silo twice Ds granted lorlh.
Chicago Illinois	 cc
 coon. will D. coo ctedUby spec 4761.
312 "S 2015	 nom NASA
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Appendix C
Teachers' Workshop Training Program
CNICAGO MEETS OLTER SPACE U)RKSHOP SERIES
Chicago State University
Special Topics in Education (C&I 398)
October 2-5 1978
MDNDAY
Lecture:	 Principles of Aeronautics & Flight
Film:
	
	
My Very Educated Nbther or Aeronautical
Ckidities .
Activities: Hot Air Balloon-Paper Airplanes-Decision
Cames-Reaction Time-Tinkertovs
Instructor: John Hatfield
TUESDAY
Lecture:	 Rocketry
Activities: Paper Rocket-Rocket Propulsion-Tracking
Instructor: John, Eartsfield
G.'EDNFSDAY
Lecture:
	
	
Planetary Exploration (includes Lunar
sample briefing)
Film:	 Mars-Reading the Moan's Secrets
Activities: Astronomy-Canals on Mars-Space settlements
Lunar shuttle simulation
Instructor: Gregory Vogt
THURSDAY
Lecture:	 Remmte sensing (landsat)
Activities: Remote sensing act. guide-Landsat mosaic
Lake Michigan Shore
Instructor: O regory Vogt
CHICAGO MEETS OUTER SPACE
SEVEN DAYS OF
EDUCATION IN AEROSPACE STUDIES
OCTOBER 2 - 8, 1978
Q
	 0
.MPWZ1-	 0
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CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY
is offering an educatim-il. bonus for teachers during the week-
long Chicago Meets Outer Space Fxhibit, Oct. 2 throuit 8.
Enrollees in a series of workshops taught by NASA Aerospace
Education Services Project staff members will earn one hour
of college credit.
The series of four workshops --- fSl' Special Topics in Education
(Curriculun & lnstnictior 3 qp ) --- will he held Monday through
Thursday, from	 l entil r p.m,. 71ie repistraticr fee is $32.
Workshop registration can be made by calling CSV University
Relations 4 l)5-21 11t , or by corrl.leting and mailing the attached
form. Class space is l.irrlte.'., early repistraticr is reccxrrnended.
ITI,STRUCTORS
John W. Hartsfield Arro.3race Echicatinn Specialist received his un-
dergra iac to and gradlLate defrees at State College of Arkansas. A
former biology teacher ire'. guidonce counselor, Hartsfield was Dean
of Students at Lincoln College, Lincoln, Ill., prior to his _joining
the NASA Lewis Research Cerrer in Clevelanc! in 1970.
Ore or ^L.
--
Vogt AerospacL F(c ic:atior Specialist received his under-
graduate andgraduate degrees from the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee. A former life science and earth science teacher with the
Milwaukee Puhlic Scliools, !)e ciid extensive vjork on the Milwaukee
River protection and re.;r_c•r; rice. projtctt, prier t.o joining the NASA
}}	 Lewis Research Center in Cleveland in 19'5.
F^
i=
Enclosed is a check for $;2	 to Chicago Stare t'niversity. This
is the registration fee for the Series of Four Chicago Meets Outer Space
G;vrkshops CSU Special Topics in Education C&I 3()F.
NAME
SCH()OL & GRADE:
HCt*-' ADDRESS	 T'HOiIF• ^^
CITY	 SIA'I E	 ZIP CODE
34
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List of Participants in Teachers Workshop at Chicago State University
Prepared by Harrison Allen, .Jr.
1. Jerry Bowden
14416 S. Wentworth
Riverdale, li. 60627
2. John Bozovsky
395 Pine Hill Road
Frankfurt, 11, 60423
3. Sheila Frazier
8949 Blackstone
Chicago, 11.	 60619
4. Matthew Lamb
12432 S. Harold
Palos Ilieghtti, 11, 	 60643
5. Ann Brandon
2208 E. 70th Place
Chicano, 11.	 60649
6. Rudolph Evans
8901 S. Dante Ave.
Chicago, TT, 60619
7. Carrie Lenore
9404 S. Parnell
Chicago, 11,
	 60620
8. Clenn Schmitz
17831 Maple
Country Club Hills, TL 60477
9. Daniel Vandercar
6441 Forest View Drive
Oak Forest, 11. 60452
F
35I.
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Appendix D
Photographs of Exhibits
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Appendix E
Listing of Hand-out Literature
(1) EP-117 "New horizons" (41 cartons) - 4920
(2) EP-120 Quasars, Pulsars, Black Holes, HEAO's (28 cartons) - 3220
(3) NF-79 "Space Shuttle" (20 cartons) - 1700
(4) NF-861 "The Planet Venus" (10 cartons) - 5000
(5) 16106 "NASA Film Listing" (2 cartons) - 1200
(6) 16104 "NASA Educational Publications" (2 cartons) - 1400
(7) 16421 "Women at Work in NASA" (11 cartons) - 9900
(8) 16435 Fuel Saving Aircraft" (15 cartons) - 9000
(9) #452 "Space Lab" (10 cartons) - 15,000
(10) Spinoff 1978 (2 cartons) - 80
(11) Minority Profiles (4 cartons) 880
(12) Black Contributions (4 cartons) - 960
(13) Space Souvenir Photograph Folders (5 boxes) - 50,000
Appendix F
Statistical Information about Schools
Table I
Grade and High Schools Participation
by Day of the Week
	
# of Grade	 # of High
	
Schools	 Schools
Monday Am 7 3
PM - -
Tuesday AM 6 1
PM - -
Wednesday AM 13 1
PM 3 4
Thursday AM 12 1
PM 1 0
Friday AM 17 0
PM 2 2
Total 61 12
Total
Schools
10
7
14
7
13
1
17
4
73
48
V.
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Table II
Grade and High School Students Participation
by Day of the Week
# of Grade	 # of High
School	 School	 Total
Students	 Students	 Students
Monday	 AM 1049	 200	 1249
PM --	 --	 --
Tuesday	 A.*1 660	 267	 927
PM
Wednesday AM 853	 267	 1120
E PM 77	 444	 521
Thursday	 AM 1347	 246	 1593
FM 26	 0	 26
Friday	 AM 1390	 0	 1390
PM 235	 350	 585
Total 5637	 1774	 7411
A total of 7,411	 students participated in the program.	 Of this number, 23.8%
came from high schools and 76.2% came from elementary schools.
Private Representation. 	 Two private schools participated in the program with
students representing 1% of the total students.
Parochial Representation. Four parochial schools participated in the program
i with students representing 4% of the total.
,- Non-City of Chicago.	 Two schools from outside Chicago corporate limits partici-
pated, one from Markham, Illinois and one from Gary, Indiana.	 Students from the
two schools represented 11% of the total student participation.
Note:
A complete listing of the schools participating in the program follows.
49
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Monday, October 2, 1978
Morning Program
Contact Name and Phone
Mrs. Dickerson/375-6334
Leon Hendricks/549-2474
Mss. Granata/ 785-6703
Mrs. McCann/873-2258
Mrs. Kopernia}:/768-2107
Fx. MdLaughlin/483-8865
Harriet Overgun/641-8214
Molly Stuber/721-3080
Jim Najewski/287-5347
Ix. Bozovsky/721-6942
TOTAL.
Name of School and Address Zip Code	 Number of Stucfmts
Black Branch School
7133 South Coles Ave. 60649 50
Abraham Lincoln Ele.
615 West Kammer Place 60614 35
Brenan Ele.
11411 South Eggleston 60623 175
Hirsch High School
7740 South Ingleside 60619 50
Sullivan Ele.
8255 South Houston Ave. 60617 95
Dixon Ele.
8306 South St. Lawrence Ave. 60619 350
Whitney Young Magnet High School
1450 West Jackson 60607 100
Perry School
91.30 South University 60619 312
Julia Howe Ele.-720 N. Lorel 60644 32
Bowen Nigh School 
2710 East 89th Street 60617 50
1249
50
V	 (i),i
VTuesday, October 3, 1978
Morning Program
Contact ham and Phone
Victer McCain/331-0880
Bernard Spillman
Nx. Elliott/493-0092
Mrs. Granata/785-8308
6703
Mrs. HarringtonJ238-8271
Mr. Wright/536-3100
Mr. Tanshaan/445-5983
TOTAL
	
Ise of Sr_hool and Adcress Zip Code	 Nu:^)er of S=jEnts
Canterb= Jr. Nigh School
Markham, Illinois	 60426	 267
Adam Clavton Powell Ele.
7530 South Shore Drive
	 60649
	 80
Bret Harte Ele .
1556 East 56th Street
	 60637	 50
	Bren.an Ele.-11411 S. Eggleston 60628	 170
	
Barnard Ele.-10354 S. Charles 60643
	 150
Louis Whitworth School
4959 South Blackstone 	 60615
	
60
Wacker Ele.-9746 S. Nbrgan
	
60643	 150
927
51
0
O '
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Wednesday, October 4, 1978
I brning Program
Nirber of Students
100
47
Name of School and Address Zip Cade
Whistler Ele.-11533 S. Ada 	 60643
Kellog Ele.-9241 S. Leavitt
	 60620
Charles Brownell Ele.
6741 S. Michigan 60637
Black Ele.-9101 S. Euclid 60617
Burnside Ele.-650 E. 91st P1. 60619
Planomdon Ele.
1525 South Washrenaw Ave. 60608
Kershaw Ele.-6450 S. Lowe 60621
Canterbury Jr. High School
Markham, Illinois 60426
Thorp Ele.-8903 S. Burley Ave. 60617
Reavis Ele.-834 E. 50th St. 60615
Gompers El.e.-12302 S. State 60628
Brenar. Ele.-11411 S. Eggleston 60628
Vanderpoel Ele.
9510 South Prospect 60643
Wadsworth Upper Grade Center
6420 South University 60637
Contact Name and Phone
Mrs. Pay
 pes/264-6206
Jear. Junker/238-7211
Stephen Martin/846-3288
Mrs. Kirsten/375-2040
723-1989
Paula Cullotto/762-3655
Robert Floss/873-8096
Victer McCain/331-0880
Pat McKenzie/768-8511
r
	 Anna Stark/624-0924
Mrs. Johannes/468-8258
lrs. Granata/785-6703
rtrs. Crittendcr./233-5168
fi
Mrs. Cook/493-0550
TOTAL
i4
40
30
60
56
64
267
42
17
100
2L2
50
35
1120
52
Y
L
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Wednesday, October 4, 1978
Af ternoor: Program
Contact Name and Phone Name of School and Address 	 Ziv Cc de Number of StudE—nts
Shelia Frazier/436-2500 Lindbloom High School
6130 South Wolcott Ave. 60636 80
Mr. Sackler/783 - 2578 Calumet High School
8131 South May Street 60620 100
Mr. Nnrello/787-0820 Latin. School Of Chicago
' 59 West North Boulevard 60610 64
Mss. Banmr/785-3652 Harlan High School
►' 9652 South Michigan Av- 60628 200
Sharon Hackett/468-0848 Duane Ele . 10845 S. Union Ave. 60628 32
David Becker Martin Luther King Ed. Center
253 East 113th Street 60628 20
Sister Rase/752-0708 St. Thomas Apostle
5467 South Woodlawn Ave. 60615 2^_
TOTAL 521
k	 ^.
53
fi
0	 0.
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Thursday, October 5, 1978
I brning Program
Gmtact Name and Prone Dame of School and Address Zip Code Nu^ber of Students
Jicter McCain/331-0880 Canterbury Jr. High School
Markham, Illinois 60426 246
1-ts. Perm/333-1992 Field Ele.-47 S. Wallace
Gary, Indiana 46408 40
Mar} Willis/881-1586 Marcus Garvey Ele.
10309 South Nbrgan Street 60643 50
Roosevelt Burnett/821-7423 Wendell %tLth Ele.
744 East 103rd Street 60628 335
287-5347 Julia Howe Ele.
720 North Lorel Ave. 60644 35
St. Thaddeus Ele.
9358 South Harvard Ave. 60628 89
Sister Maureen St. Elizabeth Ele.
4n52 South Wabash Ave. 60653 36
Mrs. Dorman/568-7020 Scanlon Ele. School
11725 South Perry 60628 50
r5:. Michaels/785-4072 Rohn Ele.	 (Old Building)
10414 South State 60628 i00
Mr. Elliott/493-0092 Bret Harte Ele.
1556 East 56th Street 6063/ 50
Mary Doyle/7-'j'5-7017 Peck Ele.-3826 W. 58th St. 60629 142
Mrs. Doherty/768-6822 Sheridan Ele.
9000 S. Exchange Ave. 60617 250
St. Daniel Prophets School
5337 South National 60638 _IM
TOTAL 1575
54
t'.
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Thurs day , October 5, 1978
Afternoon Program
C r-tac-- Name and Phor&	 Mae of School and Address Zia_ Code	 Number of Students
Pat Taylor/667-2712 	 Carter Ele.-5740 S. tdchigan 60637
	 26
55
i-
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Friday, October 6, 1978
Morning Program
Con*_act Name and Phone Name of School and Address Zip Code
Angeline Davis/842-3434 Daniel Hale Williams School
2710 South Dearborn Street 60616
Mrs. Payees/264-6208 Whistler Elemantary School
11533 South Ada Street 60643
Deborah Heath/925-1416 Ralph Bunche Ele. School
6515 South Ashland Ave. 60626
Elizabeth Ladouceur/846-4649 Kilping Ele. School
9351 South Lowe 60620
Pat Gallagher/624-1020 Shakespear Ele. School
1119 East 46th Street 60653
Charles Staley Beale Ele. School
6006 South Peoria 60621
Judy Donatto/493-4174 McCosh
 Ele. School
6543 South Champlain 60637
Mrs. Johannes/468-8258 Campers Ele. School
12302 South State Street 60628
Dorothy Williams/239-7919 Medgar Evers School
9811 South I.Dwe Ave. 60628
Mr. Mear/821-2700 Van Vlissingen Ele. School
137 West 108th Place 60628
Mr. Foracidri/238-6742 Esmond Ele. School
1865 West Montvale Ave. 60643
Mrs. DormmV568-7020 Scanlan School
11725 South Perry 60628
Mrs. Doherty/768-6822 Sheridan School
9000 South Exchange Ave. 60619
Mrs. Pearl John/238-6655 Mt. Vernon Ele. School
10540 South *organ 60643
Mrs. Smith/785-1617 Nansen Ele. School
12607 South Union 60628
Daniel Callahan/785-4072 F.ohn Ele. School
10414 South State Street 60628
Donald Bayer/238-5876 Clissold Ele. School
2350 West 110th Place 60643
56
W. <
Nu er of Students
44
100
95
150
50
25
36
120
67
40
160
50
250
100
34
35
34
Friday , October 6, 1978
Afternoon Program
Con • act Name and Phone
Delores Keating/264-7157
Dave Gradner/821-2515
Delores Rease/734-7394
.Irs. Hayes/785-8308
TOTAL.
Name of School and Address	 Zip Code
Fenger High School
11220 South Wallace	 60628
Corliss High School
821 East 103rd St7reet	 60628
Sctardd Ele. School
9755 South G_-een wood	 60648
Bennett Ele. School
10115 South Prairie	 60628
Nxber of Students
175
175
35
200
1945
^f
r
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Appendix G
Newspaper Articles
(1) September 9, 1978, Metro News, Chicago, Illinois
(2) September 17, 1978, Sun Times, Chicago, Illinois
(3) September 18, 1978, Chicago State University Tempo No. 5, Vol. 85
(4) September 20, 1978, Suburban Economist, West Edition, Chicago, Illinois
(5) September 20, 1978, Economist, Suburban, Edition, Oaklawn, Illinois
(6) September 20, 1978, Southtown Economist, Oak Forest, Illinois
(7) September 20, 1978, Southtown Economist, Orland Park, Illinois
(8) September 20, 1978, Southtown Economist, Midlothian, Illinois
(9) September 20, 1978, Southtown Economist, Country Club, HLS, Illinois
(10) September 20, 1978, Southtown Economist, Palos, Illinois
(11) September 20, 1978, Southtown Economist, Tinley Park, Illinois
(12) September 20, 1978, Surburban Economist, East Edition, Chicago, Illinois
(13) September 23, 1978, Ledger, Canton Illinois
(14) September 25, 1978, Daily Calumet, Chicago Illinois
(15) September 28, 1978, Southwest News Herald, Chicago, Illinois
(16) September 30, 1978, Defender, Chicago, Illinois
(17) October 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 1978, Daily Defender, Chicago, Illinois
(18) October 6, 1978, Daily Calumet, Chicago, Illinois
(19) October 11, 1978, Defender, Chicago, Illinois
(20) November 10, 1978, Journal and Guide, Norfolk, Virginia
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Chicago fleets Outer Space Exhibition
Chicago vets Outer Spa-
ce, a one wt : * k aerospace
education project, will be at
Chicago State University.
October 1 8, 1978.	 The,
exhibition and discussion ser-
ies arc sponsored by the
American Institute of Aero-
nauticsand Astronautics, Chi-
cago State University, City of
Chicago Dept. of Human
Services, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Admi-
nistration.
The program is designed to
increase the public's know-
ledge and understanding of
space programs and the spin-
off technology which has been
adopted to improve our way
of life. An estimated 200
governmental and legislative
leaders, aerospace and busi-
ness executives, and educa-
tional leaders will participate
in the opening ceremonies.
Thomas K. Mattingly II,
NASA Astronaut and Com-
mander in the United States
Navy, will present NASA
memorabilia to city, state, and
educational officials. A Chica-
go native, Mattingly served :s
command module pilot of
Apollo 16 which collected
samples from the lunar high-
lands in April 1972.
^s
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Class action
ORIGINAL PAgE1 9OF POOR Q
Chicagoansgetting,
space-age education
Patricia Smith
"Chicago Meets Outer Space." a one-week aerospace edu-
cation project, will be held at Oct.
1-8. The exhibition and discussion series are sponsored by
the Amrncan Institute of Aeronautics and .Nstronautics, Chi-
caLo State University, the city Department of Human Ser-
vices, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The program is designed to increase the public's under-
standing of space programs and the spin-off technology. An
estimated '00 governmental 4nd legislative leaders, aero-
space and business executives and educational leaders will
participate In opening ceremonies.
- For general information on hours and special arrange-
ments for elementary and high school students, call Valencia
Coar, director of University Relations, at 995-2016.
kbr those who would like to investigate the aerospace
fieM more extensively, the Adler Planetarium +ill begin 13
astronomy and navigation Wises in early, Octooer as part of
its expanded 1978-79 educational propbm for adults and
young people. The 24-course program includes several popu-
lar offerings that are repeated in the fall, winter and spring
terms.
Among classex beginning Oct. 3 and 5 are eight-week
courses in skywatchint . navigation and the use of telescolxs,
with most courses using -.he the 'planetanum s Sky Theater
and new Doane Obsenatory on the lakefront ALso sched.
uled are courses about the planets. space settlement, extra-
terrestrial life, "deep space" objects and the larger upiverse
A six-week course on exploring the planets begins Oct. 7 for
young Aople aged 10 to 14.
Fall course enrollments are being accepted, but most regis-
trations are handled 4n the hour preceding the first class
Meeting
. A free brochure containing course descriptions,
schedules and enrollment information will be mailed on re-
quest. Call 322-0304 during normal business hours Monday
through Friday or •vote the Adler Planetarium, 1300 S. lake
Short—Dr., ,
 Chicago 60605 -.
"UNDERSTANDING the Visual Arts." an, eight-week
seminar in art appreciation, will be held at Roosevelt Univer-
sity, 450 S. Michigan, beginning Wednesday. Classes will
meet once a week from 9:45 am. to 11:45 a.m.
Dennis Adrian, a local artist. will conduct the. illustrated
lecture-discussions, which will emphasize ' modern art and
the historicai trends leading to it.
The fee is $45. Participants must register in advance. Call
341-3637.
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by Thomas McCarroll
Chicago Mate University has
been chosen as the launching pad of
a $200,000 National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA)
space exhibit. The program
"Chicago :Meets Outer Space",
co-sponsored by CSU and NASA,
will be conducted on the CSU
campus from October 1 through
October 8 in the William Robinson
Student Center("K" Building). The
program will host a number of
"spacedout" features, including a
visit hopefully by NASA's new
minority astronauts and inform-
ative lectures.
The "Chicago Meets Outer
Space" display at CSU will blastoff
the "Chicago Spacewatch" program
r
r1r Y'
sponsored by the National Space
Institute in commemoration of
NASA's 20th anniversary. The
"Chicago Spacewatch" project will
feature a number of Chicago media
programs and city-wide exhibits
designed to familiarize Chicagoans
with the final frontier.
The astronomical program will
begin its orbit Sunday, October 1 at
7:00 AM. Mayor Michael Bilandic
and Governor James Thompson will
dock here simultaneously to an-
nounce a two-week or month-long
observance of the effect of the
space program on the Illinois and
Chicago areas. CSU President
Benjamin Alexander will host the
ceremonies.
Monday October 2 will mark the
opening of the space display which
will include models of the space
shuttle, the vehicle which will zip
earthlings around the milkyway and
back in the near future, and space-
suits. There will also be a actual
demonstration of a communication
technology satellite. A live TV
program from Cleveland, Ohio, will
he beamed by satellite to C'Sli.
(D+ 4
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Close Encounter of the CSU kind
s+is-wr¢!t	 For the more down-to-earth
spectators, lectures on career op-
portunities in the aerospace in-
dustry will he held. The lectures
will point out the future in the
engineering and science fields, as
well as subprofessional careers, such
as secretarial, crafts and trades.
*''_	
kes of the experience, space
There will be one-hour discussions
^:	 each day by astronauts explaining
-'^	 their roles in flying and using the
^	 spaceshuttle.
f	 For spacebuffs who want keep-
K.	
sa
souvenir photographs will be taken.
A mock-up of spacesuits and a
lunar background will be available
	
One program segment, "Benefits
	 for a way-out pose.
	
from Space", will focus on the uses
	 While we may not be invaded by
	
of commercial space-related tech .
	Martians, 4300 alien grammar and
nologies, -including	 "astronaut	 high school students are expected
	food" (a meal system for elderly	 to land at CSU to visit the exhibits,
people), heart pacemakers, com- which will be open to the general
puters, solar energy and fire -proof public. (Watch the next TEMPO—
insulation. Such products are direct September 25—for more infor-
spin-offs of space research. 	 mation and schedule.)
wR
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Astronauts, moon rocks
to appear in exhibit
Personal appearances by two days of the space ex-
 
Services join Chicago State
two NASA astronauts, a	 hibit.	 University in sponsoring the
moon rock, a mock space 	 Donald Slayton, as a Chicago Meets Outer Space
suit, and scores of space 	 nn•rnber of the ApolloSoyux exhibits. It is aimed at af-
rn•lated exhibits will be fea-	 test project, was docking	 fording Chicago area resi-
tured during the week-long	 module pilot in the first his- 	 dents an "up-close” view of
Chicago Meets OtlteL,Splce toric space meeting with the latest available inform-
exhibit at Chicago State 	 Russian cosmonauts in 1975. 	 ation about the country's
University, Oct. 2 through Slayton, a 19-year veteran	 space program.
Oct. x.	 of the astronaut program,	 On display in the William
One astronaut, Thomas will be on hand to greet 	 Robinson Student Activity
Mattingly, a Chicago native space exhibit visitors on	 Center (K Building) on the
who is also a U.S. Navy	 Oct. 5.	 campus at 95th st. and Kin,g
commander, has been an	 The American Institute of dr., the Chicago Meets Out-
astronaut for the past 16
	
Aeronautics and Astronau- 	 er Space exhibit will be free
years. Mattingly, who	 ties, the National Aeronau- 	 and open to the public dur-
served as command module tics and Space Administra- 	 ing its entire eight-day stay.
pilot for Apollo 16 in 1972,	 tion, and the Chicago De- 	 Preparations are being
will greet visitors during partment of Human 	 made to welcome thousands
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Peopich
TepsPe's Town
Provident
Hospital
sees artist
by Theresa Fambro Hooks
The good folks over at Provident Hospital are looking for a generous art-
ust willing to donate a painting to hang ov er the fireplace in the lobby/vis-
itors' waiting room, which is about to undergo a redecorating period. The
color scheme will be vibrant orange and chocolate brown, and the dimen-
sions of the donated artwork should be approximately 24" x 36 If you or
any one you know can help, give Sharon 'Horgan a call at Provident, 285-
5300. . Happy birthda.::vishes to Charles A. ("Chuck") Davis, president of
Charles A. Davis & Associates, the public relations and marketing firm; and
to Iris Carter, the barmaid out at the 913' Club on E. 79th St.
Chester Commodore, Is back from Jackson. Mies. where he lectured to
journalism students at Jackson State University on the history of the De-
fender and its founder. Robert Seagstacke Abbott.... Linda Sparks and Char
Walker are tossing another of their fabulous "little dinner parties" this
weekend in Linda's (she's the graphic artist) N. Lake Shore Dr. condo....
Boy A. Jones, Jr., assistant director of admissions at IIT and graduate advi-
sor to Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity's Nu Rho chapter (members are IIT's en-
gineering/science students), tells us they're hosting their Installation Ban-
quet this Saturday at Grover M. Hermann Hall on campus. Spearheads are
Arndell Ricks, chairperson. and Ronald Andre, chapter president....
	 hica-
go State Univer '	 min H. Alexander, president, hosts Sunda
" ventn	 s	 en'	 remon
	 of the "	 u er	 ace
	
i t ton
in	 a	 'ilham R^bincon Center (K Building). Co-sponsors o the show are
mericsn Iastttute of Aeronautics and AstronauticsyC'I9tcarto s—DeRarr
i+ ment"—
 oT_Human Services and the Nations Aeronautics a>d-Space Admtnts
—^^.tration
r
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2 Astronauts
Host Exhibit At
Chicago State
Personal appearances by
two NASA ;.stronauts, a moon
rock, a mock space suit and
other space related exhibits
will be
	 featured dunng the
week-lung Chicago Meets Out-
er Space exhibit at (.?uca o
St' to i	 YjiSity, 95th an
King dr., starting Monday,
Oct. 2.
One astronaut,	 Thomas
Mattingly, a Chicago native
who is also a U . S. Navy com-
mander, served as command
module pilot for Apollo 16 in
1972.	 He will greet visitors
dunng two days of the exhibit.
Astronaut Donald Slayton
will greet visitors on Thurs-
day, Oct.
	
5. Slayton	 was a
member of the ApolloSoyuz
test project in 1975 which in-
volved the first space meeting
with Russian cosmonauts.
The exhibit is free and open
to the public. The exhibit will
be held in the William Robin-
son Student Activity Center (K
Building).
High school students and
adults are invited to attend the
exhibit Monday through Fri-
day between	 1 and 4 p.m.
Persons can also view it on
Saturday, Oct. 7, and Sunday,
Oct. 8 between 9 a.m. and 5
P.M.
newsclip ORIGINAL PACIL MOF POUR QUALITY
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'Chicago Spacewatch
celebrate 20 years
In honor of the 20th birthday of the
,space  ro am this October, a month-
long communications program has
been planned under the theme of
"Chicago Spacewatch."
Sponsored by the National Space In-
stitute, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and a host of
city organizations, Spacewatch is
designed to increase the the public's
understanding of the space program.
"Chicago Meets Outer Space" is the
title of a special exhibit co-sponsored
by Chicago State University, which
runs through Sunday, Oct. 8 It is
aimed at affording Chicago area
residents an up-close view of the
;atest available information
The outer space exhibit will con-
tinue on Saturday and Sunday, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Other	 portions of Chicago
o rewatch include an extensive
guest speaker program for the city's
public and parochial schools.
R2D2, from the "Star Wars" movie
will highlight displays at the Museum
of Science and Industry ABC's
weatherman John Coleman will ex-
plain how weather satellite photos are
made and interpreted. In addition,
Rockwell International will stage a
multi-media presentation about using
space to benefit mankind. on Satur-
day and Sunday, Oct. 14 and 15. A lun-
cheon of "space food" will be served
to senior citizens on Oct. 14 at the
museum, hosted by the Chicago
.Junior Association of Commerce and
Industry.
Author Gerard O'Neill will speak at
Navy Pier, Oct. 20 at 8 p.m., spon-
sored by the Chicago Society for
Space Settlement. A mini-debate by
two top-ranked high school debate
teams will precede O'Neill's talk,
discussing the pros and cons of solar
power energy rtations being
developed on a national versus in-
ternational scale
Other programs within Chicago
Spacewatch include students using
the Communications Technology
Satellite and the Orbiting Satellite
Carrying Amateur Radio. A Space Ar-
tist Search in the public and
parochial schools will be sponsored by
Future Magazine with high school en-
tries being displayed at the Richard
Daley Civic Center Nov. 5 .30. Selected
artwork will be published in Future
Magazine.
For more information about
Chicago Spacewatch call Thomas
Gorski at the National Space In-
stitute, Chicago office, 922.40W.
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Moon rock ... •-a - t
A moon rock holds the attention of Commissioner Cecil Partee (left) of the Department of
Human Services, as Thomas K. Mattingly II, NASA astronaut anti commander of the United
States Navy, points out different aspects of it. The moon rock was on display at a "Chicago
Meets Outer Space" event, sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, the Department of Human Services, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the Chicago State University, 95th and King Drive, where the event was
held.
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Astronaut Visits
Chicago Youngsters
	CHICAGO—NASA	 recently
completed one of its rnusl con-
centrated efforts in any single
conrmun.h. ter inform the citizens.
P%lwvially the %churl age youngsters,
of the benefit, of space and scientific
re.earch.
In an inte , n%i lor.
 week lung
program, dubbed. "Chicago Meet%
Outer Space," the Cun ► munitoi
Affair. Mi.ision of NASA, in
ee ►erperation Niih the Chicago
Srhoul Systrnr. exposed the
%under% of the nation's %pact.
program to mnrr than 73M of that
city ' %	 schuerl
	 children.
	 NASA
participant- ranged frnrrn the
agency', Dir ector of Pvrvrnavl to
Astronaut% Turn Mattingly and
Donald "Deke• " Sla y tun.
Youngmers from all areas of thr
cih, representing all racial, ethnu
and evonomic %egment!. of the
Irupulation Nere treated trr film.
44—tires and exhibits on space.
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Windy City Meets Outer Space
NASA As t runoui D,.noid Deke Sloy r on of Apcliu Soyur folks to on interested g r oup of itudents obout the
Moonrak in front o f
 them during the citywide spore Loreers p-ogrom in Ch rogc,
THE DAILY CITIZEN, Sunday, November 5, 1978
Shuffie stays with NASA
HOUSTON (UPI) - NASA ad.
ministrator Robert A. Frosch told a
group of scientists it will be at least
12 years before there is any prrvate
takeover of the space shuttle
Frosch told a group Thursday
NASA had its own plans for the shut-
tle, except in ground-support
systems.
"We will be the space transpor
cation for the military, for our owr
needs, other agencies, for business
and for foreign missions," Frosch
said.
The shuttle is expected to fly its
first mission next year
Frosch told the closing session of
the American Astronautical Society
Thursday the agency will be going
oack into space for particular
reasons and become less a user of
its own product.
"NASA is becoming a data-
producing agency," Frosch said
He said the dominant characteris-
tic of the agency in the next few
years "will be finding out things for
other people and building the
technology to enable us to keep do-
ing this."
He said the space agency will be
getting back into the research and
development of satellite com-
munications.
Frosch was asked if industry - like
the Boeing aircraft company -
rrught supply some crews for the
space shuttle
Thev might" he said
a viL pia' J /V
The external tank, which carries liquid hydrogen and oxygen for the
orbiter's main engines, has the fewest problems The insulation that keeps
these super-cold fluids from boiling off has been changed to include a cork-
rubber base.
In addition, weight inust iw shaved in various places to let the Shuttle carry
its maximum payload
The first flight tank is nearing the end of production and should be ready for
insulating in a few weeks.
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Appendix H
Photographs of "Chicago Meets
Outer Space Program"
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Letters from Students and Teachers
presenting their
reactions to the ` Chicago Meets
Outer Space" 9ymposuim
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
City of Chicogo
228 NORTH LASALLE STREET
Chicago,
	
Illinois 60601
Telephone 641-4141
JOSEPH P. HANNON CAROLE R	 NOLAN, Director
DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM	 General Superintendent of Schools Bureau of Telecommunicuhons
AND INSTRUCTION SERVICES and Broadcasting
Telephone 641 4050 Station WBEZ —91.5 MHz FM
Telephone 641 4088
November 6, 1978
Mr. Harrison Allen, Jr.
Assistant 'Technology Utilization Officer
NASA, Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Pear Mr. Alien:
As you can see from the letters which the students wrote, the conference
at Chicago State University to which we were invited was a great success.
Personally, I was happy to have been a part of the experiment, as I learned
a great deal about space technology and the use of the communications satelite.
If you have any similar programs in the Chicago area, please let us know. We
would like to be a part of it.
Sincgre ;
Q - ^// ^ fff 
fff
^2 -vc
Charles W. Beirne, Staff Assistant	 -
Bureau of Telecominunications and Broadcasting
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
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)OW" P. MANNON	 CAROL! R. NOLAN, Dl.ecrw
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October 31, 1978
Dear Mr. Allen:
Enclosed are letters from the children who participated
in the special program at the University of Chicago in
October.
Sincerely,
Carole R. Nolan, Director
Bureau of Telecommunications
and Broadcasting
CRN:dcp
Mr. Harrison Allen
National Aeronautic Space & Administratic
Lewis Research
21000 Brookpart Road
Cleveland, Ohio	 44135
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